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ABSTRACT
r(Sne major unit of the National .Institute of Education

(NIB), the Dissemination and Resources Group, is specifically charged
with the responsibility of facilitating dissemination and use of the
entire corps of knowledge about education: the outcomes of research
and development supported not only by NIB but by other orOnizations
and agencies as well, and information about promising and effective
progr4ms and practices in the real world ot the school building and
the classroom. The Dissemination and Resources Group is obligated to
provide educators information about the full range of alternative
solutions to their problems, rather than advocating one Solution'
above others, and is committed to working through existing
educational agencies andiinstitutions whenever possibleThe strategy
of the group has three elements: first, maintaining-and improving
access to the complete knowledge base about education (primarily
through operation of the Educational Resources Information
Center--ERIC); second/, building capacity for dissemination and
utilization of knowledge throughout the education community
(primarily through support,of state departments of education); and
third, supporting research, development, and emalucation,,,needed to
facilitate achievement of the other two missions. rfithOr/IRT)
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Summary of Remarks
-

The National Institute of Education was e stablished by.the-Education Amendments

of 19'72. Among other charges to the new agency was the most explicit and broadest

mandate for 4ssemination-of information ever included in a piece of Federal legis-

lotion dealing with education. It is clear that Congress expected the Institute not

only to 'pass the word' about the results of our own research and development, but to

assure that educators had access to the full range of knowledge about education, and to

foster the use of that knowledge for improvement of educationalpraCtice.

In respons, every part of the Institute engages in dissemination activities of

some sort. In most organizational units, dissemination is limited to communication
about the outcomes of, programs and projects which they support. However, one major

unit, the Dissemination and Resources Group, is specifically charged with the responsi-

bility of facilitiating disseminatiOn and use of the entire corpus of knowledge about

education: the outcomes of research and development supported not only by NIE, but by

other organizations and agencies as well, and information about promising and effeCtive

programs and practices in the real world of the school building and the classroom. Two

principles underlie all our activities in the Dissemination and Resources Group. First;
;

we believe that we have an obligation to provide educators information about the full

range of alternative solutions to their problems, rather than advocating one salution

above others. Second* we are committed to working through existing educational agencies
. and institutions whenever possible, instead of creating new institutions and i4istru-

mentalities.

The Dissemination and Resources program is comprised of two different but' comple-

mentary strategies which are the subject of our session today. I shall,describe one '

of these to you and Larry Hutchins will discuss the other. The strategy folly leed by

the InforMation and Communication Systems Division is best characterized by the words,:-

aimprehensive and responsive. Put as briefly 4,s possible, the inteneof thie,strategy

is to assure that every teacher, administrateii-, school board member, or othe

ual concerned with educational improvement has rapid and effectiVe access to e fu4

range,of knowledge which can be of assistance in resolving any problem confronting him

or her,. This strategy grows out of the assumption that American education is and will

continue to be extremely pluralistic, and that NIE has an obligation to assist the'

educational community to acquire and use knowledge responsive to the diverse range of

problems confronting it.- The comprehensiveness of the strategy, therefore, refers to

the need for providing access to the 'widest possible range of knowledge about eduaation;'

and its responsiveness emphasizes the need to deal with any problem confronting any

edutator, rather than some limited range of issues identified by Federal employees or`'

others. .
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This strategy consists of three elements: first, maintaining and. improving
access to the complete knowledge base about education; second, building capacity for

. Aissetination and utilization of knowledge throughout the educational-community; and.
-third-,--eupperting research, pdeyelopment, and evaluation needed to fao 4ateaahieye-1,

----

ment.th, other two Missions., Let me describe.bur current efforts 4 plans in
e.eq:tierf'theseAhrealvmlise:T. Research- and development pia trill be dt eluiped iniom---
jUnction .With our'effortsdtt providing knowledge access and building hiesemination and

--------#111zation--capa4tri-rathet-Oarr-ai-a:-airieiiati-fiteue-. --.---- N
..,

./

' 'Mainiatining,andImmroY44LACcess to Educational Knowledge

. ,

At the present tiMe,:our major effort in this direction is tie operation of the
Educational,Resources .Information Center (ERIC).. Over the pest decade, ERIC has grown C)
to be the largest screened, knowledge base about education in the world. It is also one

of the most widely used ,formal information systems in any discipline. At present, ERIC
nolUdes citationstdover 200,000 technical reports, articles, speeches, and other
dOcumen4. :Oyer lb:pillion ERIg:Microfiche are purchased each year, most of them by
over 600 inhiitutions ind organiiations whiph maintain complete collectionaof the ERIC

. .

But despite'the extensive use of ERIC, we, believe that it i essential that' a. .

wider range of knowledge resources about education be made availahie, and that the expanded
/knowledge base be made more accessible and easier, to use for the educational community.
For/that'reason, me, are,setting'out on a:program.Of five years or more to improve ERIC
and, ifnecehsary,develop 'hem informatIOP systems addressing any needs which may be
beyond the capacity of ERICi During this period of time, we shall continue to maintain
ERIC incorporating into it any improvements which prove to be feasible and desirable.

At the present time, a major study is in progress to specify the requirements for
comprehensive information access in education. This study will generate three new studies

this year. First, we shall entertain proposals for the launching of a sensing netvork 1

inlended to provide current data about information requirements and information-using

behavior of the educational community. We believe that,an information system is usable
only to the.extent thai it is compatible with the needs and styles of its intended
clientele. For that reason, we anticipate continuing this'type of sensing activity
throughout .the foreseeable future.

-,t
A second study which we plan to support is one,to identify the needs-for new'infor-

mation files or databases and the priorities among them. It is clear that neither ERIC
nor any other information syfitem.provides educators some kinds of information required for

educational iiprovement. Examples of new, files which. may be needed are educational law,
promising or effective school practices, and human resources for 'technical assistance.
The planned study will not only, identity the relative need for these and other files, but
also provide the preliMinary specifications for development and maintenance of the
needed files. The results Of the study Will make it possible for us.to begin the design,

'development, and field testing of, new..4ita bases in approximately a year.

The third study to be,initiated this year will be a major economic analysis of. . , .. .

ERIC. Such an analysis will hive implications far beyond ERIC itself,since it will provide
,

us much sounder basesofor Ovterall,program planning. _Int addition, of course, it should

assist us in more effective allocation of resources withill,ERIC to maximize its benefits
to educators. The study, will involve, in addition to tIle, development of an economic data

base about ERIC, estimates of, the levels of use of ER.Teproducts and services and
assessment of the utility of thOse products and ServiCes to the varied segments of the

,.:educational commhnity:. . I.
)

!
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o much for our effortsto improve access to knowledge about education. In

summary, our plan is to the major information, resource now available, ERIC,
and undertake a continuing p gram of improvement and expansion.

Building Capacity for Dissemination and Utilization of Knowledge

Educators are like scholars and practitioners in other fields in the ways they
useinformation.___They_tend_to seek_information_from the_most accessible sources

first, and they turn to differing sources for differing information need. This suggests,

tterefore, that if we are to facilitate improved use of knowledge, we must have compre-
hensive and effective informatiOn resources close to the end user, and we must provide
a variety of different access points for each user..

In attempting to meet these don&itions while at theleame time working with the
existing infrastructure in education, we have set out to improve the capacity of
existing organizations and agencies toiprovide'Information services to the educational
community. In general, Our_intent is not to suPport.;one-shot' dissemination projects'
but to provide support which permits our grantees and contractors to and institution-

alize ;Increased ability in the dissemination area. We'are convinced that a

monolithic Federal dissemination system is neither desirable nor effective. Instead, we

are committed to collaboration with State education agencies,-professional associations,
institutions of higher education, And other agencies in improving communicatioitand
assistance for educators.'

Our initial efforts at expanding and improving disseminatift capacity have focused
upon State education agencies. Our State Agency Dissemination Grants Program is based
upon exploratory, pilot efforts begun in the Office Of Education some 6 years ago. Over

the next decade, we anticipate providing 3-5 years support for each State choosing to
participate in the program to build comprehensive and continuing dissemination capacity.

We have, begy, our efforts with State educational agencies for a number of reasons.
First, of course is the constitutional reason: education is a function of the State.,

Second, the Mate agency is almost unique in American education in its capacity to
exercise leyerage: it can reallocate funds, it can influence legislation, and it can
regulate. ,Still a third reason is that by working with State education agencies, it is
possible for us to have nationwide impact frhile dgaling with a relatbugly small number

of grantees and with a relatively small budget level. Our current State program began
. .

last year with obligation of slightly over $1 million and continueskthis year at the level
of $2 million., For the next fiscal year, we are requesting $3.2 million, VTth the3

program topping out at some $5 million in two more years, and thereafter declining.

A State may,apply for two different kinds of grants. If the agency is ready to begin

building comprehensive capacity, it may apply for a one-year grant which.is renewable up

to a total of 5 yeari., The work plan must involve the expansion or improvement a dis-
semination services to the total educational community of the State dmring the first

year and every year thereafter under the grant. The plan must involye three major
components: ,building and maintaining a comprehensive knowledge resource; providing
linkage of the client group to that resource base; and a definable dissemination manage-
ment component within the State agency..

/-..

If &State agency already has a substantial level of dissemination capacity orris
fpanot yet prepared ,0 take on a major c city building effort, it may apply for a som -

what more modest grap for a period o up to one year to complete some single effo

whibh 1411 improve Tts dissepination 17:.41t.re. A State already putting significant

into disseminatioapay chaos
i information search an retrieval antivites, for example. A State which has had

evaluate its current program, or decentralize

\ '
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limited dissemination activity may receive supportefor training sta f in dissemination

techniques or for dev*loping a comprehensive, long,range dissemination plan, or other
. "make-ready" efforts.

At the present tritie we are providing-support 2 Or-10 States- tty tarry-on-longer---

range dissemination capacity building activities and for 5'states to complete the

-Shbkte-r-; Special-Rdr-st-gtantt. Proposers Tram 1D- Stales lal.t-mcnrioreingreviewedTAmailife-
..
anticipate iniiiating.10 or more newCalesitY Building grants and approximately 5-'new
Special Purpose grants during the curygnt fiscal year. Subject to the availability of

funds, approximately the same number of States will be abae to initiate activities
in the fiscal year beginning October 1.

During the current year, we shall a similar program for enhancing the

dissemination capacity of profetsional associations. We are soliciting the advice

of associations in designing this new program, since we want to be sure that its

final configuration is compatible with the realities of the association world. In

future years, we hope the sufficient'funds will be available to launch similar .

capacity building progtam institutions of higher education: large sohool districts,

and other educational se tings.

All of Ahese capacity building efforts will be subject, to independent evalu-

ation. Within the next few weeks, we shall solicit proposals for evualation of

our first and second wave of State capacity building grants, and we hope to expand

this effort in future yearsAto examine the,effects of our other capacity building

programs as well. At least during the initial stages, .the emphasis will be on

f rmative, rather than summative evaluation, since we are concerned with providing

o grantees with evidence of help in improving their activities, We well as in-

orming us of needed modifications in our program plan.

Still another aspect of our efforts tre-Xpand dissemination capacity is

our intent to build more of a sense of coMmunity among various groups engaging

in dissemination activities in education. At the present time, we support,

under contract, the convening of key State dissemination representatives. At

these national meetings, the participants react to NIE plans and programs, suggest

new programmatic directions, and share their experiencei with new and effective

dissemination strategies and techniques. Other, similar meetings are sponsored

for users of the ERIC computer tapes, ERIC clearinghouse directors, and technical

staff of the ERIC clearinghouses. We hope, in future years to entourage joint

meetings among these and other Aoups, in order that there may be an increasing

level of professionalization among the various .individuals engaged in dissemination

activites.

But all our efforts to improve dissemination capacities in educational

organizations and agencies will be relatively unsuccessful unless there is-i

corresponding skill in actually making use of knowledge in decision-making,arid

problem-solving among teachers, administrators, and other education groups. For

that reason, it is our hope in future years to support the improvement Of knowledge

utilization skills among educators. The first steps will include the-,ideMlopment

of in-service training designs, but in the longer range, we hope to 4ncotitege the

inclusion of content on knowledge utilization techniques in 'pre-service teacher

education.

S
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This, then is arc overview of one,oP our two strategies for fostering the
use oi knowledge for educational improvement. There is already'some preliminary
evidence that it is having-some beneficial effects, -but-much remains-to- be done,-

ALRWCAL
for research and dvelopment which will provide us additional insight into diesel*.
inetionand utilization processes, and improved techniques for knowledge utili-
"zation. We have chosen to emphasize expanded service and access to knowledge over
knowledge-building efforts in this area, but we recognize the need_to builds
stronger theoretical and empirical base for tomorrows' dissemination and utilir
zation progr4ms. That is one of our tasks for the future.

- - .
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